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CALIFORNIA GRANTS
EDA



- Data came from the ca.gov public data 
portal

- Due to the The Grant Information Act of 
2018, the State Library was required to 
build a website by July 1, 2020, “that 
provides a centralized location … to find 
state grant opportunities.” 

- All agencies were then required to post 
this information onto grants.ca.gov for 
the State Library. 

- This data includes how to apply, links for 
more details, total amount given, etc. 
and is regularly updated

- Included was a dictionary for the columns

BACKGROUND INFORMATION



READING IN THE DATA

In order to properly read and start 
analyzing the data, our first step is 
to import necessary packages. We 
need the Pandas (and NumPy) 
package to read and analyze the 
data as well as Seaborn and 
matplotlib for data visualization.

Looking at our columns we notice 
columns that need to be 
manipulated or removed altogether.



REMOVING UNNECESSARY VARIABLES

We will remove columns…
- With excessive missing 

values
- With redundant 

information
- That cannot be 

realistically useful for 
our analysis



CONVERTING NUMERIC VARIABLES

FULL NAME PREVIOUS 
DTYPE

DESCRIPTION

EstAwards ‘Estimated 
Awards’ String It’s the closest planet to the 

Sun and the smallest one

EstAmounts ‘Estimated 
Amounts’ String Despite being red, Mars is 

actually a cold place

EstAvailFunds ‘Estimated 
Available Funds’ String It has a nice name and is the 

second planet from the Sun



CONVERTING NUMERIC VARIABLES

“EstAvailFunds” is formatted as a dollar amount in string form. Hence, we only need to remove the 
dollar sign if necessary and convert the string into an integer.

All entries in the other variables are in a consistent format:
“Between x and y”  or “Exactly z”

Where x,y,z are numbers indicating a dollar amount

Thus our method of choice goes as follows:
1. Create an empty list for both max/min values for “EstAmounts” and “EstAwards”
2. Utilize a for-loop to iterate across all values of each column
3. Check to see if the first character in the each begins with a “B” to indicate a (1) “Between x and y” 

or an “E” to indicate an (2) “Exactly z”
4. If our string falls under case (1), we split the string at the “a” in “Between x and y”, strip any non 

numeric characters in our two strings, and convert both x and y into integers
5. Append our min list with our integer x and max with with our integer y
6. For case (2) we strip all non numeric characters, convert z into an integer data type, and append 

both our max and min list with the integer z



Now by setting these lists as new columns 
we are left with 5 new numeric variables:
● MaxAmounts
● MinAmounts
● MaxAwards
● MinAwards
● EstAvailFunds 

And we can delete or replace our old 
variables



Summary Statistics for Numeric Variables

● Extreme variation in amounts and awards → large outliers



Variable 
Exploration



Funding Source vs Max Awards

Looking more closely into funding source we find
● Majority of grants are sourced by the state



Funding Source vs Max Awards

● Subsetted data to remove extreme outliers from MaxAwards
● Bulk of outliers coming from state grants
● Interesting point: state funding of grants > federal funding (for California)



Funding Method



Numeric Scatterplots 

Next Steps
● Apply transformation
● LInear regression/analysis
● Multivariate regression



Grant Dates of Availability

● Looking at the ‘ApplicationDeadline’ column 
for the dataset we can see how some 
grants are listed as ‘Ongoing’ while some 
are long past overdue.

● Since this dataset is constantly being 
updated → write a generalized function 
that will return a subset of the data with 
only ongoing grants

● Can be used for future iterations of this 
dataset



Agencies - Which are Reporting?



Ongoing Grants

● We can see a large dip 
in the amount of 
different agencies 
reporting 

● BIg difference in the 
rankings of reporting 
agencies



● When looking at the visualized difference in agency reporting for ongoing grants 
vs closed grants we see how significant this difference is

● This visualization doesnt even show the agencies who have no ongoing grants



Grant Categories

● Every grant has one or multiple 
categories

● Categories of grants listed in the 
‘Category’ column

● Want to observe categories more 
closely

Idea:
● Create a function to tally all unique 

categories found within the column



Implementing Binary Columns for Categories

● Will be easier to analyze grant category data with the implementation of binary 
columns for each unique category

● 1 → grant falls under that category; 0 → grant does not

Idea:
● Write a function that will iterate across all grants and create our binary columns



Output



Exploring Grants’ Categories Based on Descriptions

The ‘Description’ variable potentially has a lot of potentially useful information. We will see 
the relationship between grants’ descriptions for different sets of categories.

Idea:
● Write a function that analyzes grants’ descriptions based on their categories 

● Takes a list of indices (of binary category columns) as well as a dataset

● Finds all grants with that specific set of categories and perform a keyword analysis 

● Explore what this indicated about the relationship of these categories



Code and Test Cases



Code and Test Cases

● Above gives us the keywords for the categories: 
Disadvantaged Communities and Education

● The sheer volume of keywords may be too abstract to draw 
any meaningful conclusions

● We also don’t have a general structure of how these words 
are comparatively significant



Yake Library

Using the Yake library we can perform a 
similar keyword analysis with the added 
benefits of our own custom customizations. 
These include:
● Length of phrases
● Controlling of repetitivity
● Controlling amount of keywords 

outputted

Additionally, for every keyword we also get 
a number to signify its significance level.

Test Case: Disadvantaged communities; 
Education; Housing, Community and 
Economic Development



Yake Library

With this we could also see which 
categories are the most correlated in terms 
of descriptions.

We would need to implement a function 
that sums the total keyword significance of 
all pairs of categories and return the 
maximum.

The output indicated that ‘Housing, 
Community and Economic Development’ 
and ‘Law, Justice, and Legal Services’ have 
the most similar descriptions.

(Results on the Right)


